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ABSTRACT
As one of the most important investing approaches, technical anal-

ysis attempts to forecast stock movement by interpreting the inner

rules from historic price and volume data. To address the vital

noisy nature of financial market, generic technical analysis devel-

ops technical trading indicators, as mathematical summarization

of historic price and volume data, to form up the foundation for

robust and profitable investment strategies. However, an obser-

vation reveals that stocks with different properties have different

affinities over technical indicators, which discloses a big challenge

for the indicator-oriented stock selection and investment. To ad-

dress this problem, in this paper, we design a Technical Trading

Indicator Optimization(TTIO) framework that manages to optimize

the original technical indicator by leveraging stock-wise properties.

To obtain effective representations of stock properties, we propose

a Skip-gram architecture to learn stock embedding inspired by a

valuable knowledge repository formed by fundmanager’s collective

investment behaviors. Based on the learned stock representations,

TTIO further learns a re-scaling network to optimize the indicator’s

performance. Extensive experiments on real-world stock market

data demonstrate that our method can obtain the very stock repre-

sentations that are invaluable for technical indicator optimization

since the optimized indicators can result in strong investing signals

than original ones.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Technical analysis [15, 22, 24], as one of essential approaches in

quantitative investment, focuses on interpreting and forecasting

stock movements in terms of its price and volume. The central as-

sumption in technical analysis lies in that all relevant information

for investment decision is reflected by price and volume movement.

As a result, the price and volume data constitute adequate informa-

tion to make various decisions for various tasks, including market

trend prediction, stock picking, and portfolio management.

In real quantitative investment, technical analysis is mainly used

to select stocks targeting higher future return. In particular, to deal

with the noisy nature of financial market, technical trading indica-
tors are developed based on prices and volumes to provide reliable

trading signals [6, 11, 19, 23], analogous to feature engineering in

a general machine learning approach. More concretely, a generic

technical trading indicator is usually generated based on a unified

mathematical transformation over the raw price and volume data

of each stock. In real world, human experts have summarized a

variety of robust technical trading indicators based on their do-

main knowledge in financial markets. Regarded as the hand-crafted

features in feature engineering, a variety of technical indicators

essentially represent patterns of price and volume of diverse aspects

and assess the stock moving trend in a robust and comprehensive

perspective. For instance, the moving average indicator, smoothing

the price sequence and discarding some randomness, is a good one

to describe the trend [19, 23]. The bias indicator, which is computed

as the deviation of the current price from its moving average, can

robustly reflect the present condition of the stock price. As a result,

the technical indicator, as a unified transformation over price and

volume for all the stocks, plays a crucial role in various investment

tasks.

However, such unified transformation yields certain limitations

for the task of selecting stocks with higher future profits, as it does

not consider the intrinsic properties of the stock. As a matter of

fact, we observe that stocks with different properties have different
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(a) An example of stable stock with ID 601558. (b) An example of cyclical stock with ID 000892.

Figure 1: The time series data in terms of Price (blue line) and Bias-in-30-days indicator (red dash) for two specific stocks in
Chinese stockmarket. It is clear to see that, the bias indicator is bounded in a certain scope for a stable stock while it ranges in
a relatively large scale for a cyclical stock; for example, a bias value of -0.1 may be very normal for a cyclical stock, meanwhile
the same value can imply a significant information for a stable stock.

affinities over indicators. Particularly, we find that even two stocks,

yielding exactly the same value for one certain indicator, may stay

at inherently quite different states due to the stock’s own properties.

For instance, Figure 1 illustrates the time series data in term of price

and Bias-in-30-days indicator for two specific stocks. From these

figures, we can find that, for the cyclical stock example 1b, which

moves with the broader market and often with greater volatility,

the bias indicator could easily jump to extreme value; while for the

other stock example 1a, which is a strong, stable and mature, with

a long history of consecutive quarterly dividends, the bias indicator
in most cases will be limited in a certain scope. Furthermore, these

figures also reveal that even if both stocks obtain the same extreme

values of bias, the significance is totally different. The cyclical stock
will be considered in its normal state so this indicator will have few

effect for reference. While for the stock whose price is steady, high

values of the bias indicators will provide rich information which

is useful for both prediction and investment. This phenomenon

has provided a clear indication that the unified transformation of a

technical indicator is inadequate to distinguish the future profits of

different stocks.

Motivated by this observation, we believe that stock-wise trans-

formation over raw price and volume data is necessary for generat-

ing more powerful indicators. A straightforward way is to create

a re-scaling factor for each individual stock, which can, however,

easily lead to the over-fitted transformation. A further observa-

tion reveals that stocks with common characteristics have similar

affinities toward the value of the indicators. For instance, most

of the stocks of blue chip companies
1
, whose stock price usually

varies in a small scope, tends to give rise to low bias values in
most cases. Such observation inspires us to perform the stock-wise

transformation based on common stock characteristics to avoid

the potential over-fitting problem. Consequently, in this paper, we

propose a Technical Trading Indicator Optimization(TTIO) model

1
A blue chip is a nationally recognized, well-established, and financially sound com-

pany contributed by their long record of stable and reliable growth

that learns to optimize the original factor by re-scaling based on

stock properties.

The essential challenge lies in how to get an effective representa-

tion of stock, which can reflect knowledge and belief of experienced

investors. For example, effective representations should be able to

distinguish steady stock from cyclical one as in above figure. One

straightforward method is to collect such information manually

from experienced fund manager. However, it yields quite low effi-

ciency due to high demand of human cost with unstable accuracy

as a result of human subjective instincts toward stocks.

To address these challenges, we propose to learn stock represen-

tation, i.e., stock embedding, from collective behaviors of a bunch

of experienced fund managers. Because each fund manger has his

own preference and specialization on stocks of various character-

istics, for instance, some fund managers will prefer steady stocks

to achieve the profit with low risk while some other may prefer

stocks with larger volatility to obtain a greater return. Based on

this fact, We make an assumption that stocks within the same fund

are likely to share some common characteristics. Thus, we seek to

learn embeddings for stocks with the object of preserving the such

relationship between stocks, that stocks held by the same funds

will obtain similar embeddings.

Given the embedding of the stocks, it is critical to design an

effective approach to optimize the technical trading indicators by

exploiting such representation. To this end, we propose to learn

TTIO model to optimize the raw technical indicators with the infor-

mation from stock embedding in order to maximize the effective-

ness of the optimized indicator. Moreover, to avoid the over-fitting

problem that could be caused by complex modeling, we construct

the TTIO model with merely a simple one-layer neural network to

optimize the raw technical indicators.

Empirically, we conduct the experiments on real-world data. We

evaluate the indicator by checking its Information Coefficient(IC).

In addition, we simulate the stock investment on account of the

new indicators. Furthermore, we predict the rank of the profit by

utilizing the optimized indicators and evaluate its effectiveness by
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applying some trading strategies. Comparing with traditional indi-

cators, the results show that our optimized indicator representation

are significantly better and more stable on recent years.

In summary, the major contributions of our work include:

• We propose an indicator optimization model to achieve bet-

ter indicators’ performance by integrating stock-wise dis-

tinct properties.

• In order to represent stock with different properties, we learn

the stock embedding based on the collective behaviors of

the fund managers.

• We conduct experiments on real world stock data and evalu-

ate the effectiveness of new indicator optimization approach

by practical metrics employed in real investing strategies.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we will give a basic introduction on technical analy-

sis and some technical trading indicators. We show how to apply

unified transformation on price and volume to generate technical

trading indicators. Furthermore, we will describe how such trading

indicator can be used to construct portfolio(selecting stocks) as

well as the evaluation metrics for assessing the effectiveness of

indicators.

2.1 Technical Analysis
In general, there are two primary methods used to analyze stocks

and make investment decisions: fundamental analysis and techni-

cal analysis. Fundamental analysis involves analyzing a company’s

financial statements to determine the fair value of the business,

while technical analysis assumes that a stock’s price already re-

flects all publicly-available information and instead focuses on the

statistical analysis. Formally, technical analysis is the study of how

past and present price action in a given financial market may help

determine its future direction [15, 24, 29]. As a result, the price and

volume data is comprised of all the information to make prediction

in technical analysis.

2.2 Technical Indicator
In order to recognize trading patterns for specific assets based on

corresponding price and volume data in technical analysis, technical

trading indicators are designed in the form of the mathematical

calculation on stocks’ price or volume to predict market trends

[1, 14].

Table 1: A set of popular technical indicators with respective
calculation formulas

Technical Indicator Calculation Formula
EMAm (i) EMAm (i) = [Pclose (i) − EMAm (i − 1)] × 2

m+1 +
EMAm (i − 1)

MACD(i) EMAm (i) − EMAn (i)
KLenдth(i) Pclose (i) − Popen (i)
KUpperLenдth(i) Phiдh (i) −max(Popen (i), Pclose (i)))
KLowerLenдth(i) min(Pclose (i), Popen (i)) − Plow (i)
Biasm (i) Pclose (i) − 1

m
∑j=m−1
j=0 Pclose (i − j)

ROCm (i) (Pclose (i) − Pclose (i −m))/Pclose (i −m)
MeanAmplitudem (i) 1

m
∑j=m−1
j=0 (Phiдh (i − j)−Plow (i − j))/Pclose (i − j)

In this paper, we will study those well-recognized technical indi-

cators that are mathematically calculated on a time series of prices

and returns. Table 1 demonstrates a set of popular technical indi-

cators with their respective calculation formulas, where in day i ,
Phiдh (i) denotes the highest price, Plow (i) denotes the lowest price,
Popen (i) denotes the opening price and Pclose (i) denotes the clos-
ing price. Here summarized the main purposes of the most common

used technical indicators as follows:

• Exponential Moving Average(EMA) is a metric that smooths

out the day-to-day fluctuations of price but more weight is

given to the latest data.

• Moving Average Convergence/Divergence(MACD) is calcu-

lated by the difference between two EMA lines where one

line is from a long period(slow line) and the other is from a

short period(fast line). The value form and n are usually 12

and 26.

• K Line(KL) based indicators are often applied to discover

the trends and the fluctuations of the stocks. KL related

indicators include K Upper Length, K Lower Length and K

Length.

• Bias related indicators measure the deviation level of prices

compared to simple moving average.

• ROC related indicators imply the amplitude of variation

compared to previous days.

• Amplitude related indicators quantify the oscillating prop-

erty in a period of recent time.

2.3 Indicator-based Portfolio Construction
As effective technical trading indicators can imply themarket future

trend, technical traders usually rely on them to construct portfolio

for the purpose of maximizing the return[13]. A straightforward but

widely-used way is to pick top k stocks ranked by the indicator’s

value to form up the portfolio at a certain trading time point. And,

traders usually distribute investing evenly over these top k stocks,

in order to reduce the risk in case the rank by indicator value

cannot be perfectly consistent with that by stock’s return at the

certain moment. Thus, k is a hyper parameter to balance between

the robustness and profits of the portfolio.

Another approach to increase the robustness of investing strat-

egy is to leverage indicator combination. Since different indicators

can capture various price patterns covering stock’s different prop-

erties including trend, momentum and volatility, single indicator

has its limit and may lost its efficacy in some certain circumstances.

On the other hand, it is quite beneficial to combine multiple indica-

tors together to increase the investing robustness by conquering

the invalidness of single indicators. Thus, after applying certain

indicator combination method, we can manage the portfolio based

on the new combined indicator values and invest top k stocks with

equal weight.

2.4 Evaluation Metrics for Indicator
Effectiveness

In the domain of quantitative investment, information coefficient

(IC) is commonly used as a performance metric for the predictive

skill of a financial analyst, and also the effectiveness of the trading

indicator. One of the most popular type of IC is Rank IC, which can
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Figure 2: The general data scheme for historic portfolios of fund managers. An investment portfolio is constructed by each
fund manager. Each fund can contain a list of stocks, meanwhile each stock can be held by different funds. The weight of an
edge between a fund and a stock represents the distribution that the fund invests on the stock.

be calculated by : Rank IC(I ,R, t) = corr (order It−1,order
R
t ), where I

means the value of the indicator, R means the profit return, order It−1
means the rank of indicator at time t − 1, orderRt means the rank of

profit return at time t . corr means the Pearson’s product-moment

coefficient[2]. Clearly, the range for IC will be between −1 and 1.

Some trading indicators have positive effects on portfolio manage-

ment while some may have negative effects, but both situations

will be regarded as helpful for constructing portfolios.

As pointed out earlier, stocks with different properties have

different affinities over the same indicator. Inspired by this, a stock-

wise adjustment based on stock properties is necessary to refine

existing technical indicators. We first propose a stock embedding

approach to represent stock properties, then we show how to learn

a stock-wise adjustment based on extracted stock embedding.

3 STOCK EMBEDDING
In this section, we aim to obtain effective representations to reflect

stock properties based on the rule that stockswith similar properties

have similar representations. One straightforward way is to employ

human experts to conduct manual labeling. However this is quite

unrealistic as a result of the high requirements of its efficiency and

robustness. Instead, we seek to tackle this problem from a data

mining view. Specifically, we propose to mine the stock embedding,

as its latent representation, from the historic portfolios of a bunch of

mutual fund managers in the market, because such data comprises

a valuable knowledge repository with rich investment relation

information between funds and stocks.

Specifically, We find that each fund manger has his own prefer-

ence and specialization on various stocks, such as cyclical/steady

stocks, high/low risk stocks. As a result, stocks within the same

fund as likely to share some common characteristics. Motivated

by this observation, we propose to build a fund-stock graph and

adopt a random walk approach to learn similar embedding for stock

nodes that are likely a co-occur in random walk.

In the following section, we will first describe the historic port-

folio data of mutual fund managers. Then, we propose a bipartite

graph to represent the rich relation information between funds and

stocks. Based on the existing graph embedding method [4, 10, 26, 28,

36], we can obtain the stock representations with the constructed

graph, where stocks with similar properties will tend to obtain the

similar embeddings.

3.1 Historic Portfolios of Fund Managers
As shown in Figure 2, the real-world data in terms of historic port-

folios of fund managers is usually organized as two kinds of ele-

ments, i.e., funds and stocks, and the investing relation between the.

Specifically, the edge between fund fi and stock sj , i.e., w(fi , sj ),
represents the investment of fund fi on stock sj . Moreover, one

fund can contain a list of different stocks and one stock can be held

by various of different funds.

Such historic portfolios have in fact enabled us to obtain reason-

able stock property embedding. We find that each fund manager has

his own preference and expertise on various stocks. For instance,

some experienced fund managers may prefer to keep investing

with heavier allocation on those stocks with relatively stable price

sequence. As a result, these stocks are more likely to yield similar

properties as they tend to be held by a set of fund managers. This

exactly leads to our assumption that stocks held by the same fund

are likely to share some common properties. Thus we are willing

to learn similar embeddings for stocks held by the same fund.

Note that the stock properties reflecting investment preference

could change over time. Yet in this section, we focus on learning a

static embedding at certain time step t and we will discuss how to

address the dynamic nature of the stock property in next section.

3.2 Bipartite Graph Construction
Given a bipartite graphG = (U ,V ,E), whose vertices can be divided
into two disjoint and independent sets U and V , it is quite natural

to represent the funds’ historic portfolio data into the bipartite
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graph by mappingU to the set of funds, V to the set of stocks, E to

the specific investment of fund on stocks. Such constructed graph

enables us to learn the embeddings for the nodes, i.e., stocks, by

considering the investing relationship between funds and stocks in

the form of its bipartite structure.

3.3 Learning Stock Embedding within Bipartite
Fund-Stock Graph

Based on the bipartite Fund-stock Graph, We adopt an approach

based on skip-gram architecture to learn embedding for the stock

node where nodes appear near to each other will be likely to ob-

tain similar embeddings. Specifically, we first generate stock-node

random walk sequence based on transition probability on graph.

Then we learn stock embedding that maximize the probability of

neighbor node.

3.3.1 Random Walk on Fund-Stock Graph. In a random walk,

the walker starts to walk from a node and at each step it moves to

the neighboring node selected randomly based on the weights of

the edges. Thus, in each node sequence generated by the random

walk, the nodes which are connected and close to each other will

have higher probabilities to appear together. Thus, We tend to gen-

erate sequence of stock-node on Fund-Stock Graph, where stocks

connected by the same funds, which means that they have similar

characteristics, will have higher probabilities to appear together in

the random walk node sequence. Since we only care about stock

embedding here, which means that we do not generate embeddings

for funds, we propose a two-step random walk methods, where

only nodes of stocks are selected into the sequence and optimized

to get the embeddings.

Each time we start from a stock-node, and walk to next node in

the following way. Suppose the node vk indicates the kth node in

the random walk sequence, then the probability of going from a

stock node si to fund-node fj , is calculated as follows:

P(vk = fj |vk−1 = si ) =
{ wfj ,si∑

t wft ,si
if (fj , si ) ∈ E

0 otherwise

Similarly, the probability of go from fund-node fj to stock-node

si′ , is calculated as follows:

P(vk+1 = si′ |vk = fj ) =
{ wfj ,si′∑

t wfj ,st
if (fj , si′) ∈ E

0 otherwise

In this way, by simply applying the fund nodes as a juncture to

connect the stock nodes, we can generate a lot of sequence which

only contains the stock nodes.

3.3.2 Stock Embedding by Maximizing Neighbor Node. From the

generation of the stock nodes sequence, we can see that stocks

which are connected by the same funds, which means that they

are similar stocks based on the assumptions mentioned previously,

tend to appear together in the node sequence. Thus, we propose to

obtain the similar embeddings for those nodes that appear closely

to each other in the random walk sequence. This problem is solved

by a Skip-Gram based algorithm [20, 21], which tries maximize the

probability of neighboring nodes condition on its representation

give by д:

max

д

∑
u ∈V

log Pr (Ns (u)|д(u))

where Ns (u) means the neighboring nods for the node u. Then,
with the skip-gram architecture, a neural network is trained to

predict the probability for each node to actually appear in the

neighboring around the focus node. After that, the embeddings

could be obtained through the hidden layer of the trained neural

network.

4 TECHNICAL TRADING INDICATOR
OPTIMIZATION MODEL

Based on learned stock embedding, we propose a new Technical

Trading Indicator Optimization framework in this section. First,

we briefly introduce our learning model. Second, we present our

delicately-designed re-scaling model, with the purpose of keeping

the original properties of the indicator in the meantime generat-

ing similar re-scaling factors for stocks with similar properties.

Third, we describe our rotation learning mechanism to address the

dynamic nature of the market.

4.1 Learning Model
Given an effective stock representation, how to generate a novel,

better technical indicator? In this paper, we employ a machine

learning approach. Instead of generating a new indicator computed

by fixed mathematical equations in the traditional way, we repre-

sent the optimized and supposedly more effective indicator with

a parameterized model, the neural network, and learn this model

by optimizing IC, which is the performance of the indicator. In this

way, an optimized indicator is generated based on the input of the

stock embedding and the original technical indicator.

As discussed above, we want to achieve similar transformation

for stocks with similar properties. In addition, in order to keep

the property of original indicator as much as possible, we propose

a one-layer re-scaling network, and the new indicator is simply

a re-scaled original indicator. Through the simple design of our

network, we can ensure that the stocks with similar embedding

will have similar scaling score. If our model have many layers, the

high non-linearity will not guarantee such characteristic.

4.2 Re-scaling Network for Indicator
Optimization

Motivated by the above design principles and corresponding chal-

lenges, we propose a delicately-designed re-scaling model for indi-

cator optimization. This model consists of two parts: a re-scaling

network to generate the re-scaling weight for each indicator based

on input stock embedding, and a final optimizer to generate the new

indicator by multiplying the original indicator with the re-scaling

weight.

4.2.1 Re-scaling Network. Our re-scaling network takes stock

embedding as input, and learns to generate stock-wise re-scaling

score for each indicator. More concretely, the re-scaling network

contains two steps: raw re-scaling weight and weight normalization.
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Raw Re-scaling Weight. We propose a simple neural network to

calculate the raw re-scaling score for a specific stock i with respect

to an indicator j, as shown in Eq.1, where дi represents stock i’s
embedding vector, andw j denotes parameter of the vector which

needs to be optimized for indicator j . The simplicity of this equation

makes it much easier to generate similar raw re-scaling score for

stocks with similar representations.

ri j = w
T
j дi (1)

Weight Normalization. In order to restrain the re-scaling weight

into a reasonable range, we further normalize the raw re-scaling

weight over all stocks via the softmax operator, as shown in Eq.2.

αi j =
exp(ri j )∑
k exp(rk j )

(2)

4.2.2 Optimizing Indicator via Weighted Re-scaling. Original
trading indicator can yield either positive or negative values. In

order to correctly change the order for any indicator, we first nor-

malize the raw indicator value into the range of [0, 1]. By multiply-

ing the corresponding normalized indicator Ii j with the re-scaling

weight αi j , we can obtain the final optimized indicator I ′i j .

I ′i j = Ii j · αi j (3)

Since the new optimized indicator is expected to achieve better

performance, e.g. in terms of IC, the learning target is set to max-

imize the metric value of correlation for gradient descent, as the

Rank-IC will not generate gradient for back propagation.

max |corr (I ′j ,R)| (4)

In summary, the design principles aforementioned have been

highlighted in this re-scaling model for indicator optimization. First,

the simplicity of the whole re-scaling mechanism enables us to

make proper adjustment on the raw indicator, without drastically

changing its original properties. Second, the simplicity of the one

layer re-scaling network makes it much easier to generate similar

re-scaling weight for stock with similar properties.

4.3 Rotation Learning Mechanism
To adapt to the dynamic nature of investment, we propose a rotation

learning mechanism to adjust our model’s parameter over time.

Belonging to online learning [3], rotation learning is a method

of machine learning algorithm where data becomes available in

a sequential order and is used to update the predictor for future

data at each step, as opposed to batch learning techniques which

generate the best predictor by learning on the entire training data

set at once.

For rotation learning, we need to decide the exact time of period

for learning stock embedding Tembed and learning and testing

technical trading indicator optimization modelTTT IO . TheTembed
should be chosen long enough to effectively represent the properties

of the stocks. TheTTT IO should be chosen neither too short nor too

long considering the high volatility of price sequence and the period

of validity of the optimization model. The TTT IO is composed of

training, validation and test process:TTT IO = Ttrain+Tvali +Ttest ,
where Ttest decides the time span for rotation. We train a model

for each rotation step. The algorithm is given in Alg. 1. We also

adapt our stock embedding model to learn on time period Tembed

rather than certain time step, by simply aggregating the weight for

each graph in the time period Tembed .

Algorithm 1 Rotation Learning

1: procedure Rotation(Embedding time period Tembed , Learn-

ing and test time period for TTIO model TTT IO , Rotation time

span t0 = Ttest . Indicator sequence {It }, Walk Length l , Walks

per node c, Start time t1, End time t2)
2: t = t1
3: ListNewI = []
4: while t < t2 do
5: G =Construct Bipartite Graph from t −Tembed to t
6: H = Stock2vec(G, l , c)
7: NewI = TT IOModel(H , It )
8: add NewI to ListNewI
9: t = t + t0
10: return ListNewI

5 EXPERIMENT
In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of our approach with

extensive experiments. First, we present our experimental setup.

Next, we apply our indicator optimization model into the real world

financial market. The information coefficient is used to evaluate

the performance of the optimized indicator. We compare our mod-

els with four baselines to prove the utilities of our proposed ap-

proach. In addition, we further demonstrate the effectiveness of

our framework through some simple trading strategies and several

case studies.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. For the indicator enhancement model, we collect the

daily price and 7 classes of trading indicators from year 2013 to

2016 across over 2000 Chinese stocks, which cover the majority of

the stocks in Chinese markets. Most of important indicators have

been described in Table 1.

For the stock embedding model, in order to effectively reflect the

stocks properties, we collect the fund manager’s portfolio manage-

ment in season from 2003 to 2016. All the A shares are evaluated to

test the trading policies regard to actual accumulated return.

Parameter Setting. For the stocks embedding problem, we gen-

erate c = 100 random walks of length l = 200 per stock. For skip-

gram architecture, the sliding window size is set to 3. The output

representation for stocks have dimension d = 32. For the indicator

optimization model, for one learning process, we split the dataset

into training set(6 months), validation set(3 months) and test set(3

months). We don’t use a k-folds cross validation method because

we only focus on the future influence of the model.

Compared methods. To evaluate the performance of our ap-

proach, we design four baselines.

• Raw is the raw indicators generated based on the mathemat-

ical calculation on stocks’ price or volume.

• Norm re-scales the raw technical indicators by directly do

the standard normalization calculations. Comparing with

this approach will show how good enough simple scaling
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Figure 3: Average Rank IC for indicators with different optimization methods in different years

(a) 2016 (b) 2015 (c) 2014

Figure 4: Accumulated return generated by different indicator-driven investing strategies in different years

technique works to solve the problem of our proposed chal-

lenge.

• NoEmb directly learns how to re-scale the technical indica-

tors through the model without any information of the stock

properties like stock embedding. Instead of calculating the

scaling factors through the stock embedding, we set it as a

variable optimized through back propagation. Comparing

with this approach will enable us proving the effectiveness

of the information aggregated through stock embedding.

• Complex concatenates the input of the raw indicators and

the input of stock embedding and then feed it to a two-layer

neural network to generate the new indicators directly from

the output of the network. This approach is designed to

show whether some over-fitting problems will occur on the

complex networks.

Evaluation Metrics. We use Rank IC to evaluate the effective-

ness of the optimized indicators. To further examine if optimized

indicators can lead to increasing investment profits, we conduct

experiments on indicator-driven investing. Note that, there are

many options for developing a trading strategy like time-series al-

gorithms and variousmachine learning techniques, which is beyond

the scope of this paper. In this work, we leverage single indicator

trading strategy based on the portfolio construction method de-

scribed in Section 2.3, and compute the accumulated and average

return on every single indicator through back-testing. And for the

task of indicator combination trading strategy, we simply use a

Random Forest Regression [17] to predict the rank of profits and

invest on top k stocks according to the predicted value.

5.2 Experimental Results
5.2.1 Effectiveness of Optimized Indicators. We first conduct

experiments to examine the performance of our indicator optimiza-

tion framework with respect to various technical indicators. In

particular, we use our TTIO framework to generate optimized indi-

cator for original 7 classes of raw indicators and compute the Rank

IC for both optimized and baselines. Figure 3 compares the aggre-

gated Rank IC between optimized indicators and other comparing

approaches mentioned in the previous section. From these figures,

we can find that, in both 2014 and 2016, optimized indicators can

outperform baselines significantly. Specifically,from the result of

method Norm we can see that simply by doing normalization will

achieve no significance in optimizing the raw indicators and even

reflect almost non correlations with the profits. The similar result

also occurs in approach Complex. The Complex seeks to combine

the information of technical indicators and stock embedding with a

multi-layer neural network and learns a new indicator one-to-one

instead of scaling based on the original indicators. This method re-

sults of the over-fitting problem and also represents low IC. NoEmb
achieves higher result than the previous two baselines. However,

with the lack of the information generated from stock embedding,

there is still obvious gap compared with out proposed model, which

implies the effectiveness of our TTIO framework.

Figure 3 also shows that performance in 2015 is quite different

from that in 2014 and 2016, after looking back to the stock mar-

ket in 2015, we observe an drastically turbulent price pattern in

stock market crash, which causes the severe downgrade of most of

indicator groups in terms of their Rank IC.
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(a) Bias (b) MACD (c) ROC

Figure 5: The embeddings for selected stocks that have maximum and minimum scaling weight leveraged by t-SNE

5.2.2 Performance in Indicator-Driven Investing. To further in-
vestigate the value of our indicator optimization framework, we

conduct experiments to examine if optimized indicators can result

in increasing return in indicator-driven investing. As aforemen-

tioned in Section 2.3, there are two basic indicator-driven trading

strategies. One refers to evenly investing on top k stocks ranked by

the value of single indicator, and the other invests top k ranked by

a learned combination model, which is the Random Forest Model in

this paper, over a set of indicators. In the experiment, to set the most

appropriate value for k , we actually find the best k on a validation

set and then apply the investing strategy with selected k to the test

set. Figure 4 reports the accumulated return generated by different

indicator-driven investing strategies. The investing is tested with

both trading policies combining multiple indicators and trading

policies only considering single indicator regard to four baselines

and our proposed model.

From these figures, firstly, we can see that the year 2015, corre-

sponding with the results of IC, shows a abnormal trading result

compared with year 2014 and 2016. The method of Norm, which

obtains the relatively bad result no matter in single trading pattern

or multiple trading pattern, suddenly jumps to the best in year

2015. Generally, the investment combining multiple indicators is

better than the investment only considering single indicator. In year

2014 and 2016, the results correspond with the results of indicator

performance and this also proves the effectiveness of the IC for

evaluation. Norm and Complex methods obtain the worst results

compared to other cases. In 2014, the investment of TTIO with only

considering the single indicator even beats the investment of Norm
and Complex combining multiple indicators. Based on the result of

the investment, in conclusion, except for year 2015, We can find

that our model can give rise to much more accumulative return in

all other cases, on both single indicator-driven trading strategy and

indicator combination driven strategy .

5.2.3 Case Studies. In this experiment, we select some repre-

sentative indicators and exhibit how these indicators are re-scaled

on different stocks. To be more specific, we select Bias, MACD,

and ROC as example indicators, and show 5 stocks that obtained

the maximum and minimum raw scaling weight in TTIO model.

The result is shown in Table 2. From the table we can see that

different indicators show different sensitivities toward different

stocks rather than simply giving heavy weights similarly. To show

Table 2: Top 5 stocks that obtained the maximum and mini-
mum raw scaling weight on Bias, MACD and ROC

the close relation for each stocks, we first leverage t-SNE [18] to

project optimized stock embedding into a two dimension. After

plotting top 100 strengthened and top 100 weakened stocks into

this reduced dimension, we print two different colors to these two

sets, respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the colored two separate sets

with respect to those three representative indicators. From these

figures, we can see that our model is able to assign similar re-scaling

weights to stocks with similar representations/properties, which is

quite consistent with our designed principles.

6 RELATEDWORK
Technical indicator is the fundamental tool in technical analysis.

Previouswork on indicator optimization can be roughly divided into

two classes: hard-crafted indicator and indicator by deep learning.

Hand-crafted indicator has been proposed by experienced in-

vestors and economists decades ago[9, 31, 34, 37]. Gunasekarage

et al. [11] analyzed the performance of the Simple Moving Av-

erage(SMA) indicator using index data for four emerging South

Asian capital markets, and proved its predictive ability to gen-

erate excess returns. Chong and Ng [25] reported that the Rela-

tive Strength Index(RSI) as well as Moving Average Convergence-

Divergence(MACD), can generate return higher than buy-and-hold

strategy in most cases. Instead of considering on indicators that

limit to one stock, Gatev et al. [8] tested a hedge fund equity trad-

ing strategy concerning the distance and the correlation of the

prices. The experiments showed that trading suitably formed pairs

of stocks exhibited profits, which were robust to conservative esti-

mates of transaction costs.
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With the development of deep learning, more research efforts

have been paid to indicator optimization by end-to-end representa-

tion learning[16, 27, 30, 32]. These methods takes raw prices and

even hand-crafted indicators as input, and learn to make trading

decisions and future predictions by deep neural network. The latent

representation in deep neural network can been seen as learned in-

dicators. Takeuchi et al. [33] simply extract useful features without

the need for extensive feature engineering, which only consider the

price and the cumulative return over a certain time period for each

stock example. This study represented one of the first applications

of deep learning to stock trading directly utilizing prices and returns

as input features. After that, various machine learning algorithms

were applied to achieve some prediction tasks by directly using

price and volume related features [5, 12, 35]. Furthermore, Deng

et al. [7] introduced the contemporary deep learning into a deep

reinforcement network for financial signal processing and on-line

trading by feeding spread of prices into the model.

Different from existing efforts, which focus on either the hand-

crafted indicator or the learning method to create new indicator,

our work propose to optimize the technical indicator for stock selec-

tion by considering the stock properties. We introduce invaluable

external data to learn the stock representation, and further learn to

re-scale the indicator properly based on the stock representation.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to learn technical

indicator by exploiting knowledge from external data.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a general and explainable framework to

optimize technical indicator with hidden knowledge mined from

external resources. We propose a novel idea to leverage the dif-

ference in terms of indicator’s stock-wise affinity and take a data

mining view to learn the stock representation, by mining knowl-

edge repository from collective behaviors of experienced investors.

Then we propose a delicately-designed re-scaling network, for the

purpose of retaining the original properties of the indicator and

assign similar re-scaling weight to stock with similar representa-

tion. However, the indicators generated through our model do not

give temporal difference thus we simply adapt it to the real world

with a rough rotation learning method. So dynamically optimizing

technical indicators will be left for the future work.
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